The G5000 Series Gun Rack shown in the Ford Police Utility Interceptor

GUN RACKS

UNIVERSAL PARTITION
MOUNT GUN RACK

UNIVERSAL PARTITION MOUNT GUN RACK
The G5000 Series Gun Rack is a single weapon mount which can secure a wide variety
of weapons. This gun rack mounts horizontally to the top of the partition between the
window and the roll bar.

Space Universal Partition Mount Features
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Mounts horizontally on Pro-gard Partitions
Mounts on any flat surface
Available for single weapon mounting
Universal Mounting - variety of mounting
styles to accommodate your requirements
Horizontal mount depending on vehicle,
location, and accessories*
For use in vehicles with partitions
Adjustable brackets and gun locks with
adjustable inserts*

»» Accommodates multiple weapon and
accessory configurations

»» Some components may be transferable
»»
»»

to other Pro-gard gun rack mounting
configurations
8 second delay timer included
Allows for quick access to weapon with
touch of button

*Contact a customer service representative for more information

Gun Locks are determined by a combination of mounting
location, weapon type, and weapon accessories. In order
to secure the best fitment, we build the gun rack around
each specific weapon and accessories.
All gun racks come equipped with an 8 second timer and
momentary switch that allows for quick, easy access to
the weapon (s).
Choose from three styles of key override: Straight,
Handcuff or Vending.

The G5000 Series Gun Rack shown in the Chevy Tahoe

GUN RACK FEATURES:
Single Weapon Mounting
Black powder coated steel finish
No Holes Drilled for easy install
Momentary switch and 8-second timer
Customized to meet the specifications
for each officer’s weapon

The G5000 Series Gun Rack shown in the Dodge Charger

Choose from three different styles of gun
lock override keys: straight, vending,
or handcuff
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